tesa® 52664
380 µm plate mounting tape for flexographic printing, especially corrugated postprint

tesa® 52664 is a double-sided tape of 380 µm (15 mil) thickness with a cloth backing and a rubber adhesive. The product design makes this tape especially suitable for corrugated postprint plate mounting, where the tape is first applied to the printing plate, then the liner is removed and the plate is attached to the carrier film. The cloth backing provides a high degree of flexibility, facilitating easy plate mount, while the well-proven adhesive ensures a reliable yet removable bond between printing plate and carrier film.

Main Application

Plate mounting in flexo printing, especially mounting of photopolymer plates on polyester carrier films for corrugated board postprint

Technical Data

- Backing material: cloth
- Thickness category: 380 µm
- Type of adhesive: natural rubber
- Type of liner: glassine

For latest information on this product please visit [http://l.tesa.com/?ip=52664](http://l.tesa.com/?ip=52664)
tesa® products prove their impressive quality day in, day out in demanding conditions and are regularly subjected to strict controls. All technical information and data above mentioned are provided to the best of our knowledge on the basis of our practical experience. They shall be considered as average values and are not appropriate for a specification. Therefore tesa SE can make no warranties, expressed or implied, including, but not limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The user is responsible for determining whether the tesa® product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for the user’s method of application. If you are in any doubt, our technical support staff will be glad to support you.